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Lighting is a visual science of endless possibility, which also means it can be subjective and 
hard to define. We, the Passion lighting team, have developed a style statement in brief - an 
attempt at wrapping language around what we aim for.


Just as a guitar or a voice can be used as an accompaniment to a worship environment, we see 
lighting design as our chosen tool to create moments of beauty in a space - moments that 
reflect the creativity and tasteful detail of our Creator. 

——————————————————————————————————————————


Lighting is an Invitation.  
As the Lighting team of Passion, we exist to welcome our gatherings into the message of the 
stage. Our lighting is not here to say “Look at me” but is an invitation to “Join Us." We resist 
the temptation to make it about the lights but instead choose to link arms with the platform in 
the looks we create. With every light we place and cue we write, we are inviting our audience 
into the journey we are writing. We mean this practically. Creating “open” positions with lighting 
fixtures, designing rigs to fill and extend throughout the space, and using room wash to include 
our audience - are part of this. We refrain from using our cues to heavily spotlight individuals 
and choose to light the stage and house inclusively. The concept of “family” and “gathering” 
are key words in our visual approach.


We are Tasteful. 
A desire for beauty exists within us all. Taste is the art of employing 
excellent aesthetic judgement and tasteful takes work. A product that is appropriate, polished, 
and stylized requires laborious detail, real patience and an educated eye for what's culturally 
current. Taste is often found in what we don’t do. We make every cue earn the energy of the 
stage. It is easy to light for lighting’s sake. Taste is uncovered by what we choose to hold 
back. Visual Symmetry and mono-chromatics are two current practical examples. 


We are Flexible. 
The structure of our Gatherings is flexible and so are we. Timecode, heavy cueing, intensely 
programmed journeys are often unnecessary. Instead, we program flexibly to allow our cues to 
transition beautifully and carefully with the stage. You can always spot a good lighting op by 
how they handle this most important crux of a gathering - the Transition. Smooth transitions 
are paramount and we spend an inordinate amount of time “feeling” them out. Additionally, we 
carefully consider the energy we are creating and ride it in tune with the stage. Sometimes the 
moments we shape require that lighting hit a “10,” matching that energy and excitement, while 
keeping looks organized and intentional. Other times, the energy will be need to be lower. We 
ride that wave flexibly in response to the rhythm of the stage. We think of Gatherings as a 
journey - not simply a collection of songs and speaking.




We are Creative. 
We love exploring what makes lighting beautiful. We love pushing forward. We want to exist in 
a culture where new ideas flow freely and creative vision is always propelling us towards what's 
next. We love to “Wow” and hear “How did they do that?” chatter. We believe church should be 
the most fun, inventive place on earth and our design reflects that. This means we design 
differently. Although we take inspiration from others, we do not cling to the mimicry of other 
houses. “Typical” and “Ordinary” are not words in our design vocabulary. Instead, we choose 
to use our resources in fresh ways. Across all spaces of our house, both at home and on the 
road, we want to demonstrate that Church can and should be a place of radical creativity. We 
are the dreamers tasked with catching new ideas by the tail and the do-ers that work hard to 
make them happen.


Gear is our tool. 
Technology is simply a tool we use to arrive at our goals. We work to maintain a current 
knowledge of the tools available to our industry. Precise optics and fixture controls give us the 
ability to be more “tasteful.” Excellent color reproduction and smooth mixing engines help us 
make our transitions “flexible.” Robust feature sets expand our “creative” options. We are not 
set on acquiring the “latest-greatest” but choose to pursue the tools that fit each event’s goals 
appropriately. This is why we are keen on employing a rental model. Good gear is not what 
makes good lighting. Good gear in the hands of tasteful people - within the context of an 
appropriate environment - makes good lighting.


Unifying the Space. 
Lighting visually extends the stage into the audience by way of atmospherics. Atmosphere is 
more than just a feeling - it’s a practical tool. We think of Haze as our atmospheric Canvas 
Unifier. In keeping with our goal of creating a “join us” environment, haze connects the room in 
a subtle way. Good haze is achieved by high quality particles and excellent distribution 
techniques and we choose gear and placement that lets us achieve that. 


Our Process. 
Our product is important, but a good product with a bad process is a false win. We want to 
promote streamlined environments and organized procedures behind the scenes. We want to 
respect the spaces we’ve been given and value the time of our team. Efficient load-in plans 
and clever cable management strategies are examples of this. We realize that our efforts takes 
a team. An organized process helps our team members feel more at ease, knowing they are 
walking into a healthy ecosystem in which they can succeed. We believe a good process - 
championed by strong leadership - is key to team longevity. Process is the often unseen pillar 
upon which all of our goals are built. 


“Before they hear us, they see us.” - Passion Culture Book 


